
GameRs QUEST 3
GEOMETRY

Lights, Camera, Action!
A Geometry Scavenger Hunt 
and Scrapbook

You will be going on a 
Geometry Scavenger 
hunt to find real 
life examples of the 
Geometry terms at the 
State Fair of Texas.

Recap
Make sure you know 
the definitions of ALL 
the terms in the list 
below…otherwise, you 
won’t know what you’re 
looking for!

STUDENT 
EDITION

Plan Your Route

 ÌYou will begin your Quest in the 

Midway. Walk through the Midway 

to find examples of different 

items from the list. 

Optional Materials to Bring

 ÌCamera

 ÌPen or Pencil

 ÌList of items

 ÌNotebook or Paper

 ÌSmartphone or Tablet

 Ìpoint  Ìobtuse angle  Ìcomplementary angles

 Ìline  Ìright angle  Ìsupplementary angles

 Ìplane  Ìsquare  Ìvertical angles

 Ìintersecting lines  Ìrectangle  Ìcongruent segment

 Ìparallel lines  Ìtrapezoid  Ìcongruent angles

 Ìskew lines  Ìrhombus  Ìangle bisector

 Ìperpendicular lines  Ìparallelogram  Ìtriangle

 Ìvertical line  Ìkite  Ìhypotenuse of a right triangle

 Ìhorizontal line  Ìpentagon  Ìrectangular prism

 Ìparallel planes  Ìhexagon  Ìsphere

 Ìintersecting planes  Ìoctagon  Ìcircle

 Ìperpendicular planes  Ìdecagon

 Ìacute angle  Ìadjacent angles

STATE FAIR MAP

http://bigtex.com/map/
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While You’re There

You will use information you gather at the State Fair to 

help you with THREE project goals:

1. Craft a digital scrapbook of the photos you took at the 

Fair

2. Use some of your photos as inspiration for a larger art 

project

3. Research the terms to find examples of their use 

elsewhere, and add those, to your work

Back at School

When you return to class following your State Fair visit, you will work on your 

three projects. See your teachers for more information.

The objective of your visit is to shoot at least 20 photos of 

real world examples of the different geometry terms.

 Ì LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!: 

 ο Search for real life examples from the list of geometry 

terms. When you see one, you will take a photo of it!

 ο Continue doing this until you have at least 20 photos 

that show different examples from 20 of the terms 

provided.

 ÌGEOMETRIC ART: 

 ο As you search, keep an eye open for shapes and lines that 

could inspire you for an art project, and take pictures 

of them!


